ART EQUIPMENT

DOCUMENT NUMBER:  11510

APPLICATION: ELEMENTARY, MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL

DATE OF ISSUE:
02-09-07 – revised elementary kiln
10-23-03 – revised elementary kiln
04-01-03 – revised kiln
01-15-02 – revised Darkroom sink
11-01-00 – added note regarding optional kiln package
08-25-00 – corrected supplier’s telephone number
03-16-00 – changed kiln model number
01-06-00 – deleted darkroom sink cut sheet
10-01-97 – revised darkroom sink cut sheet
11-14-96 - revised spray booth model
10-12-95 - revised format of this document and revised kiln model numbers
08-26-93 - elementary kiln cut sheet, dated 5-26-90, added to package
07-19-93 - darkroom sink cut sheet and spray booth cut sheet combined into art package
11-30-92 - spray booth cut sheet issued

NOTES:
Check the ed spec to determine which of the following equipment is to be provided by the Owner and which is to be Contractor provided, and which equipment is required for each grade level.

Darkroom Sinks are to be CPM/Delta sink model #62750, provided with the following:
Stand #62795 (72” x 28” x 36”)
Drain Set #70415
Washer #70420
12” Faucet #70810
Spray Set #70510
Water Control Model 25: #65125

For information call North Tampa Photography at 932-3278.

The spray booth is to be the Sheldon model 79950 or equal, 25” long x 24” wide x 82 1/4” high, with exhaust fan, exhaust duct, vaporproof light, and electrical outlet.

The kiln provided for elementary, middle and high schools will be the Paragon SnF 24, a 10-sided ceramic kiln. An additional 110v outlet is required for an optional kit that may be provided. Contact Summit Kilns, Tampa, at 813-996-2575 with questions regarding power and exhaust requirements.

ATTACHMENTS:
none